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Alkaline manganese electrochemistry studied by
in situ and operando spectroscopic methods –
metal dissolution, oxide formation and oxygen
evolution†
Martin Rabe, ‡a Cigdem Toparli, ‡§a Ying-Hsuan Chen,a Olga Kasian, a
Karl J. J. Mayrhoferab and Andreas Erbe *ac
Manganese-based systems are considered as candidate electrocatalysts for the electrochemical oxygen
evolution reaction (OER), because of their abundance in biochemical oxygen producing catalyst systems.
In this work, the surface of metallic manganese was investigated in situ and operando in
potentiodynamic cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiments and potentiostatic chronoamperometry (CA)
experiments in NaOH. In both cases, the surfaces were initially reduced. At corresponding potentials, no
oxide species can be detected by Raman spectroscopy, though electrochemical data and the absence
of dissolution above the reversible potential for reactions of type Mn - MnII indicate that the material is
passive. The CV shows anodic peaks at potentials in line with expectations on the basis of
thermodynamic data for the oxidation to Mn3O4 and Mn2O3; the thickness of the surface layer increases
by a few nm during these peaks, as evidenced by spectroscopic ellipsometry. Dissolution of Mn as
evidenced by downstream electrolyte analysis by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry in a
scanning flow cell (SFC-ICP-MS) of the electrolyte is negligible in the range of electrode potential vs.
Ag|AgCl|3 M KCl, EAg|AgCl, up to 0.3 V. Remarkably, Raman spectra already show the occurrence of
a-MnO2 at EAg|AgCl 4 0.25 V, which is ca. 0.5 V below the potential at which oxidation to MnO2
is expected. This observation is attributed to disproportionation above a certain level of MnIII. For
EAg|AgCl 4 0.4 V, dissolution sets in, at a constant layer thickness. Above the onset potential of the OER,
at EAg|AgCl E 0.6 V, SFC-ICP-MS analysis shows fast dissolution, and the oxide layer thickness is constant
or increases. CA experiments during the OER show strong dissolution, and the re-formation of a
strongly disordered, b-MnO2-like oxide, which exists in a quasi-stationary state at the interface. Several
CV cycles increase the dissolution per cycle and the fraction of a-MnO2 on the surface which cannot be
reduced. The high dissolution currents show that metallic Mn is hardly suitable as an OER catalyst,
however, at least the MnIV oxides remain stationarily present in the system.
1 Introduction
The high demand for clean, secure and economic energy storage
has stimulated great interest in the research for efficient energy
conversion and storage devices. Producing H2 through water
splitting is one of the most efficient and cleanest ways to meet this
demand.1–3 The electrochemical splitting of water involves a
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) at the cathode and an
oxygen evolution reaction (OER) at the anode.1–3 While the
HER is the desired reaction, the OER as the counter reaction
has a large overpotential, due to its complex four electron
transfer mechanism. In order to reduce losses during the
OER, new catalyst systems are being developed. For knowledge
based development, detailed understanding of the involved
catalytic processes is essential. Biological oxygen evolution
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during photosynthesis is achieved in enzymes containing
manganese ions in the reaction center,4–7 which has inspired
much research on Mn containing heterogeneous and homo-
geneous catalysts. Accordingly, it is anticipated that manganese
oxides are promising materials for catalysts of the oxygen
evolution reaction in both natural systems and water electro-
lysers. A great advantage of manganese is its high abundance
on earth, making it available for industrial applications at a low
price with low criticality and low vulnerability.8,9
A number of studies have been published employing ex situ
methods to study manganese oxides MnOx as electrocatalysts,
while the number of studies employing in situ techniques is
rather limited.10–13 In an ex situ X-ray photo electron spectro-
scopy (XPS) study, small amounts of MnIV were found after
polarisation to potentials at which the OER occurs.10 Increased
activity of MnCo2O4 was observed in alkaline electrolyte with
the reduction of Mn3.7+ to Mn3.2+ based on ex situ K-edge X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS).11 On the other hand, a higher
oxidation state of Mn (close to MnIV) was detected with ex situ
K-edge XAS in an alkaline environment after the OER.13 Even
though in situ and operando are experimentally more challen-
ging than ex situ studies, they can provide detailed insight into
the conditions under which electrocatalytic systems work,
including the investigation of transient states. Thus in situ
studies are essential in order to gain a deep understanding of
the catalytic mode of action.14,15 In situ X-ray absorption near
edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy studies on bifunctional
MnOx catalysts showed that mixed Mn
II,III,III oxide was partially
oxidized to a MnIII,IV oxide phase with a structure similar to
birnessite under OER conditions.16 Spectroelectrochemical
measurements revealed that MnIII becomes unstable in neutral
electrolyte during the OER and thus the activity of the catalyst
decreases.17 Oxidation of MnO nanoparticles to MnIV under
OER conditions in neutral electrolyte was observed by in situ
Raman and UV-vis spectroscopy.18 Overall, it emerges from
these studies that presence of MnIII in the oxides results in a
higher catalytic activity. Furthermore, formation of other metal
cations in a high valence state during the OER was observed,
e.g. in Co, Mn, Ir and Ni-based systems.19–22
In the cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of metal electrodes, the
onset of the OER is indicated by a strong increase in the
current. Depending on the system, the high current density
can originate from several simultaneous processes in addition
to the OER such as transpassive metal dissolution, dissolution
of the metal oxide, or rapid pitting corrosion.23 Thus, the ideal
in situ method should probe the oxide composition as well as
film parameters such as thickness, density or porosity at the
same time. In former studies our group successfully employed
in situ spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) to probe metal supported
oxide layer thicknesses simultaneously with spectral changes
that can be attributed to composition changes in electroche-
mical setups.24–26 It was shown that passive oxide films forming
on Cu dissolve because of single charge oxygen vacancy for-
mation during the OER.25 In situ and operando measurements
on metallic Cu showed that metastable Cu4O3 forms before the
oxide dissolution.24,25 One of the key parameters for the OER is
the nature of oxides and their stability during the reaction.
Formation of stable oxide films on metallic Mn is possible
under neutral and basic aqueous environments. Under such
conditions several stable oxides such as MnO, Mn3O4, Mn2O3,
and MnO2 in various crystal structures may form.
27 Most
importantly, the structure and properties of thin oxide films
formed in electrochemical processes can significantly deviate
from those found in the respective bulk system.24–26,28–30
Different compositions and stability of different manganese
oxides with respect to pH and electrode potential can be accessed
through the Pourbaix diagram (cf. Fig. S1, ESI†).31 Mn dissolution
leads to formation of Mn(OH)2 in alkaline solution, followed by
Mn3O4 and Mn2O3 formation upon a potential increase. From the
corrosion point of view, manganese oxides are judged as poorly
protecting.32 According to the Pourbaix diagram at EAg|AgCl E 0 V
Mn2O3 transforms to MnO2 and MnO4
 forms in the OER
potential region. A detailed understanding of the formation of
MnOx during the OER is essential in order to optimize MnOx
electrodes for possible applications. It is assumed that MnIII forms
during the OER.33 However its existence and why MnIII is stable
instead of MnIV under such oxidation conditions are controversial.
Here, we extend the fundamental understanding of MnOx in
general and during the OER in particular by investigating the oxide
formation on metallic Mn surfaces in alkaline electrolyte at
pH E 13. We studied the oxide growth, nature and optical proper-
ties of oxides by means of in situ spectroelectrochemical studies
during CV and chronoamperometry (CA) potential step experi-
ments. The electrochemistry experiments are coupled with in situ
SE as well as in situ Raman spectroscopy. The Mn concentration was
analysed downstream by a scanning flow cell-inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometer (SFC-ICP-MS) setup. These techniques
allow monitoring of the changes in layer thickness, electronic
structure of the oxides on the electrode interface, and monitoring
of dissolution in the course of electrochemical reactions.
2 Materials and methods
2.1 Sample preparation
Electron beam evaporated Mn was used as the working electrode.
Si(100) single crystal wafers (Siegert Wafer, Aachen, Germany)
were used as substrates. Cr and Mn pellets with purity 99.999%
(Wieland Edelmetalle, Pforzheim, Germany) were used. Firstly, a
10 nm Cr adhesion layer was deposited on a cleaned Si(100)
surface. Subsequently, Mn was evaporated by electron beam
evaporation. All evaporation was carried out in a Bestec PVD
chamber (BesTec GmbH, Berlin, Germany). During evaporation,
the pressure was kept at E2  106 mbar. Mn was evaporated at
an evaporation rate of 1 nm min1 and a 200 nm thick layer was
obtained. Depth profiles of the obtained samples were measured
by XPS to ensure the absence of oxidation during evaporation
(cf. Section S5, ESI†).
2.2 In situ spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE)
Electrochemistry coupled in situ SE experiments were performed
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GmbH, Berlin, Germany) working in the wavelength range of
280–810 nm (1.5–4.4 eV). The measurements were carried out
during both CV and CA. A Compactstat potentiostat (Ivium
Technologies, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) was used to control
the electrode potential. A custom build cell was used for in situ
SE.28,29 A freshly prepared Mn sample was directly mounted in
this cell, which was equipped with liquid flow connections. Cu
tape was used to provide an electric contact of the surface of the
sample. A Pt counter electrode and Ag|AgCl|3 M KCl micro-
reference electrode (DriRef-2SH, World Precision Instruments,
Sarasota, FL, USA) were used. All electrode potentials reported
in this work (also resulting from other experimental electro-
chemical techniques) are referenced against Ag|AgCl|3 M KCl.
The electrode potential of the employed microreference electrode
has been determined as +0.208 mV vs. standard hydrogen
electrode by a calibrated Ag|AgCl|3 M KCl electrode (Metrohm,
Filderstadt, Germany). 0.1 M NaOH was used as the electrolyte.
During the experiments the electrolyte was externally purged with
argon, and flowed through the cell with a rate of 2 mL min1
using a peristaltic pump (Ismatec IDEX Health and Science,
Glattbrugg, Switzerland).
During the measurement, the pump rate was reduced to
10.6 mL min1. Ellipsometric spectra of C and D were recorded
with a time resolution of E55 s. The CV of Mn was conducted
with a scan rate of 2 mV s1 in the potential range of 1.3 V to
0.8 V. Thus, one ellipsometric measurement spans over a range
of E110 mV. To allow for repetitive cycling, the sweep limits
were chosen at the onsets of the HER and OER in order to
prevent high currents accompanied by excessive formation of
gas bubbles, which obscures spectral measurements. At the
solid/liquid interface, reasonable results were obtained in former
studies with an interpretation of ellipsometric spectra relative to a
reference state, typically an oxide free metal in contact with the
electrolyte.
Thus, the first potential scan started at the open circuit
potential (OCP) with a cathodic scan until 1.3 V, to reduce the
pre-formed oxide on the surface. Similarly, the CA experiments
started with a potential step to 1.3 V to clean the surface. The
potential and period have been carefully optimised to avoid
strong hydrogen evolution and to avoid dissolution. Subse-
quently, four potential steps were set at 0.1, 0.4, 0.7, and
1.0 V. Each potential step was kept for 5 min.
2.3 Interpretation of ellipsometric spectra
The interpretation of the measured ellipsometric angles C and
D assumes formation of a thin (thickness d { wavelength of
light l) layer of oxide between the bulk metal and bulk electrolyte.
First, the time dependent thickness of the oxide layers was
determined using a calibration approach. D(l) spectra in the
range 300–800 nm upon increasing d were simulated using a
stratified layer model implemented in a home made imple-
mentation of a matrix method,34 the function of which has
been described elsewhere.35 For each layer, literature values of
the complex dielectric functions e = (n + ik)2, the square of the
complex refractive index, were used. The shift of these spectra
with respect to a pure metal–electrolyte interface was then
calculated.
The employed complex dielectric function for NaOH (0.1 M)
was based on the Sellmeier dispersion for water at 20 1C by
Daimon and Masura,36 and k = 0. To this data, an offset was
added that was calculated from a 4th degree polynomial fit of
the concentration dependent refractive index of aqueous NaOH
solution at 598 nm.37 The dielectric function for Mn was taken
from Johnson and Christy.38 For the optical constants of MnOx
films, different reported data were compared.39,40 Below 10 nm
the calculated film thicknesses dd as a function of the shift in D
were found to be equal within 2 nm, as expected for such thin
layers.41 The ‘HO MnOx’ dataset from ref. 39 was chosen for
calibration for further calculations. The calibration was calcu-
lated by a 2nd degree polynomial fit of dd as a function of the
shift in dD at 700 nm, which was found to be free of major
spectral features. The calibration curves and fit result are given
in Fig. S2 (ESI†).
For calculation of spectra of the extinction coefficient k of
the formed oxide layer a perturbation approach described by
Lekner was employed.41 This approach was described in detail
in earlier studies of our group.24,25,28,29 Briefly, the measured
ellipsometric ratio
r = CeiD (1)
is described by means of a perturbation from r0 of the oxide
free metal–electrolyte interface,
r = r0 + F(e1,2,y1,2) J1 (2)
r0 is measured at low potentials (here EAg/AgCl = 1.3 V). The
factor F depends on the optical system with the dielectric
functions of the electrolyte e1 and bulk metal e2 and y1 and y2
the incident angles at the electrolyte–oxide and oxide–metal
interfaces, respectively.28,41 Thus, the first order perturbation
parameter J1 can be obtained from measurements of the oxide
covered metal interface and is interpreted by
J1 ¼
e1  eSð Þ eS  e2ð Þ
eS
(3)
with the dielectric function of the surface oxide layer eS. The
real and imaginary part (eS,Re, eS,Im) of the two analytical
solutions for eS( J1,d,e1,e2) with d 4 0, e1 A R, eS a 0 were
calculated from eqn (3) using the MatLab Symbolic Math
Toolbox function solve(  ). e2 was calculated from r0, assuming
an ambient-substrate model. Numerical solutions for the









2.4 In situ Raman spectroscopy
In situ Raman spectroscopy measurements were conducted
using a Labram confocal Raman microscope (Horiba Jobin
Yvon, France). During the in situ experiments an objective with
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to illuminate the sample with light from the 514 nm (2.1 eV)
line of an Ar ion laser. A Compactstat potentiostat (Ivium
Technologies, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) was used for the
potential control and current measurements. A custom build
Teflon cell was used. Argon saturated NaOH solution (0.1 M)
was used as the electrolyte both for CV and CA experiments.
The electrolyte was externally purged with argon and it was
introduced into the cell using a peristaltic pump (Ismatec IDEX
Health and Science, Glattbrugg, Switzerland). A Ag|AgCl|3 M
KCl microreference electrode (DriRef-2SH, World Precision
Instruments, Sarasota, FL, USA) was used as a reference electrode.
A graphite rod was used as a counter electrode.
For CA experiments, the potential steps were set at 1.3, 0.1,
0.4, 0.7 and 1.0 V, and were kept for 5 min respectively, the
same as the condition in SE experiments. The Raman spectra
were recorded with an integration time of E32 s. Before
applying a controlled electrode potential, three spectra were
collected at the OCP. During the potential steps, the spectra
were collected from 0.5 min to 4.5 min after applying a certain
potential and then averaged. In order to view results from
individual spectra in the initial experiments, the whole dataset
has been denoised by singular value decomposition (SVD) in
GNU Octave. The information from the first 18 components
was used to judge trends. Spectra presented in the manuscript
are not SVD filtered.
2.5 In situ measurements of Mn dissolution
The SFC-ICP-MS measurements were conducted using the
setup described previously.42 Herein an ICP-MS (NexION
300X, PerkinElmer) records dissolution of Mn thin films during
the applied electrochemical protocols for CV (2 mV s1) and CA
as described above. As a plasma-based detection method,
determination of the valency of the dissolved species is not
possible. The evaporated Mn served as a working electrode
placed underneath the SFC. The geometric surface area of the
electrode corresponds to the opening of the SFC and was
1  102 cm2. A graphite rod placed in the inlet channel of
the SFC and a Ag|AgClsat. electrode (Metrohm, Germany) were
utilized as the counter electrode and the reference electrode,
respectively. The measurements were done in argon saturated
0.05 M NaOH solution. A potentiostat (Gamry Reference 600,
USA) was used for the electrochemical measurements. Because
of technical limitations, high salt contents are unsuitable for
measurements with ICP-MS, thus a diluted version of the same
electrolyte as for other experiments was used. The potential
range was adjusted such that the same potentials vs. reversible
hydrogen electrode as in Raman and SE were employed. As an
internal standard for detection of 55Mn, 74Ge was used to
ensure stable performance of the ICP-MS. The electrolyte flow
rate through the SFC was 196 mL min1. Prior to introduction
into the ICP-MS, the electrolyte was mixed with a 10 mg L1
solution of internal standard in a Y-connector (mixing ratio
1 : 1) after the electrochemical cell.
In the analyis, it is instructive to compare the dissolved
amount with the amount of a single atomic layer per cm2.
Considering that the covalent radius of Mn in the lattice is
117  1010 cm and the density of Mn is 7.21 g cm3, the
volume of 1 atomic layer for 1 cm2 of the surface would be
2  117  1010 cm. Taking into account that 7.21 g of Mn
corresponds to a volume of 1 cm3, the mass of 1 atomic layer
for 1 cm2 is 2  117  1010 cm3  7.21 g  1 cm3, which
equals 168.7  109 g.
3 Results
The raw data, calibration data and models for all methods are
available in a data package associated with this work.43 All electrode
potentials in the following sections and figures are reported
referenced to Ag|AgCl|3 M KCl, if not explicitly stated otherwise.
3.1 Electrochemistry of Mn in alkaline electrolyte
Fig. 1 shows a typical CV of a Mn working electrode in NaOH
(0.1 M), as measured in the in situ SE setup. In these experi-
ments, currents during the OER and HER were kept low to
avoid formation of disruptive gas bubbles during the long
lasting in situ spectroscopy experiments. The first anodic scan
of a CV showing the typical high currents below the HER onset
at 1.2 V and above the OER onset at E0.55 V is shown in
Fig. S3 (ESI†).
The CV experiments started with a cathodic scan to obtain a
reference state in which the surface contains a minimum
amount of oxide, as is used in interpretation of SE data below.
A sharp cathodic peak at 0.3 V indicates the reduction of
preformed oxide. A broad anodic peak at E0.75 V follows,
Fig. 1 CV of metallic Mn in 0.1 M NaOH, deoxygenated by Ar purging. The
first and second cycle are shown; subsequent cycles resemble the second
cycle. Scan rate = 2 mV s1. At the top, the thermodynamic stability ranges
of different manganese oxides (grey box) and water species (green box) are
shown. Grey separation lines depend on the activity of dissolved Mn, while
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unusual in a cathodic scan, but observed previously in compar-
able systems.31
In the first positive scan, the current is initially low, before
three major peaks are observed, labelled A1, A2 and A3 (see
Section 4). The second as well as the subsequent cycles differ
from the first. In the cathodic sweep, three major cathodic
peaks are observed (C1–C3) indicating the stepwise reversible
reduction of the oxide layer. The anodic peak is not reproduced
in the subsequent cathodic sweeps. In the second anodic
sweep, only one major peak is observed at ca. 0.05 V. The
differences between the first and the subsequent cycles show
that the initial interface was changed irreversibly during the
first cycle. The anodic peak A3 does not reappear in the subse-
quent cycles. However, the current density remains increased
and a possible oxidation peak might be covered.
In order to resolve the dissolution of Mn, SFC-ICP-MS
experiments were carried out. No Mn dissolution was observed
during an initial reduction for 2 min at 1.2 V. The dissolution
profile measured online during the CV is shown in Fig. 2a and b.
The close up view of the first cycle reveals that three major
dissolution features are observed during the first cycle
(Fig. 2c and d).
The first dissolution peak observed during the anodic scan
with the onset at E0.3 V corresponds to the peak A1 in Fig. 1
with the same onset potential. A quantification shows that
E3 ng cm2 was dissolved from the surface. A further increase
of the potential up to 0.3 V results in decreased dissolution.
At 0.3 V the dissolution starts rapidly increasing. The onset of
dissolution coincides with the A3 peak (Fig. 1). This peak results
in a loss of 233 ng cm2 of Mn from the surface, making it the
dominant contribution to the dissolution of Mn under the
applied electrochemical procedure.
During the cathodic potential sweep, only insignificant
amounts of Mn dissolve as soon as the potential approaches
0.01 V, coinciding with C3 (Fig. 1). Overall, E239.1 ng cm
2 of
Mn was dissolved during the first cycle. With each new cycle,
dissolution decreases. During the second cycle, E234 ng cm2
was removed, while the third cycle led to dissolution of
210 ng cm2. For comparison, the dissolution of one atomic
layer corresponds to a loss of 169 ng cm2 (see Section 2.5).
3.2 Structural investigations of the oxides formed during CV
To elucidate structural details of the transformations
encountered, in situ Raman measurements were conducted
during CV. The overall spectrum is dominated by the Raman
modes of NaOH. Significant potential-dependent spectral
features of interest were observed in the region 300–800 cm1
(Fig. 3). The overview shows that during the three performed
cycles, peaks evolve and diminish upon oxidation and
reduction.
In the initial Raman measurements at the OCP, two peaks
start to emerge at 590, 630 and 725 cm1. The two peaks at
590 and 630 cm1 grow in intensity at the OCP, and disappear
at the beginning of the reduction process, while the latter is
almost unaffected by the ongoing reduction process. During
the initial cathodic scan, and in the first anodic scan until the
potential increases above E0.25 V, the only peak visible in the
oxide region is the one at 725 cm1. The potential at which
the peaks at 590 and 630 cm1 start to reappear coincides with
the later stages of the A1 and the early stages of the A2 peak in
the CV.
From the second scan onward, throughout the studied
potential range, and also throughout the remaining scans, peaks
are observed at E405, 470, 505, 590, 630 and 725 cm1, with the
peak at 590 cm1 and its shoulder at 630 cm1 dominating at
least at the high potentials.
Fig. 4 shows the results of a SE measurement during 4
consecutive voltammetric sweeps. The thickness of the oxide
layer was calculated from ellipsometric data as described in
Section 2.3. The oxide layer thickness dd increases in parallel
to the rising of the anodic peaks in the current density and
decreases simultaneously with the cathodic peaks. The
increase and following decrease in dd become larger with
each cycle, being a maxium of E6 nm in the first and
13 nm in the fourth cycle. Generally, most of the oxide
produced during the anodic sweep is reduced during the
cathodic sweep. Furthermore, a continuous increase of dd
with time is found spanning all 4 measured cycles. This
observation might be an artefact due to increasing roughening
of the surface during cycling or similar effects not regarded in
the data analysis.
For a detailed analysis of the oxide layer formation and
stability, the differential film growth rate d(dd)/dt was calcu-
lated by numerical differentiation of the thickness and is
plotted together with the current density in Fig. 4c for the first
and second cycle. At the anodic peak A2 at ca. 0.1 V, strong
growth is observed, followed by a period of more moderate
growth, and the A3 region with moderate current density in the
potential region 0.2–0.5 V. Remarkably, at the onset of the OER
above 0.55 V, which is indicated by the increase of the current
density after E27 min and E60 min, the growth rate drops to
zero. In the following cathodic sweeps, the growth rate becomes
negative, i.e. the layer shrinks, under the cathodic peaks,
indicating the reduction of the oxide layer.
Fig. 2 Dissolution profiles of a Mn electrode in alkaline solution: (a and c)
applied potentials and (b and d) dissolution profiles measured in situ during
the three CV experiments in the range between 1.2 and 0.8 V with a scan
rate of 2 mV s1. (c and d) Close up view of the Mn dissolution rate
measured during the first CV. Dissolution of one atomic Mn layer corre-
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The k spectra of the growing oxide layer during all CV cycles are
shown in Fig. 5. Generally, spectra can only be considered
meaningful in the regions where a measurable oxide film thick-
ness is present, i.e. after the onset of the anodic peaks and before
the tail off of the cathodic peaks. In these regions the spectra
show broad peaks that are centered in the region 2.5–3.0 eV
(Fig. 5). The peaks change in a repeatable pattern that is repro-
ducible upon subsequent cycles as shown for the 3rd cycle in
Fig. 5c. At the onset of the anodic oxide film growth at 0 V, the
peak is centered around 2.9 eV and has significant intensity
around 3.5 eV. With increasing potential, it shifts continuously
to reach ca. 2.7 eV at the onset of the OER at 0.64 V. At the same
time, the peak becomes narrower, losing significant intensity at the
high energy side around 3.5 eV. Upon the subsequent decrease of
the potential, the peak maximum shifts back to 2.9 eV and
broadens significantly on the high energy side of the peak.
3.3 In situ investigations during CA experiments
In order to probe differences between potential-dependent
features as observed in CV experiments and time-dependent
features, such as e.g. nucleation triggered processes, Mn elec-
trodes were investigated under potentiostatic conditions in CA
experiments. Fig. 6 shows the applied potential program (a) and
corresponding dissolution rate (b) as a function of time. The
potentiostatic steps were chosen in the oxidative regime to
cover the potential region just above the oxidation peaks A2
(0.1 V) and A3 (0.4 V) and the OER region at low current (0.7 V)
and higher current (1.0 V). No dissolution is observed when
the electrode is polarised at 0.1 V, while 2.3 ng cm2 and
123.7 ng cm2 of Mn dissolve during the 5 min of polarisation
at 0.4 V and 0.7 V, respectively. The amount of dissolved Mn is
significantly increasing when the electrode is polarised at 1 V,
Fig. 3 Results of in situ Raman spectroscopy during CV: (a) sweep
potential; (b) overview of the Raman spectra and current density obtained
during several CV cycles. (c) Raman spectra averaged over the region
indicated in the graph.
Fig. 4 Results of in situ SE during CV: (a) sweep potential; (b) change of
the oxide layer thickness and current density. (c) Oxide layer growth rate
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where the OER takes place. The dissolution profile has two
regions with different slopes. The dissolution rate at 1 V Mn is
enormously high, and thus far beyond the linearity region of
the calibration curve of the ICP-MS. Consequently, dissolution
in this regime cannot be quantified reliably.
Fig. 7 shows Raman spectra measured during CA experi-
ments. At the OCP, a native Mn oxide with peaks at E406, 482,
505 and 582 cm1 is observed. When applying a reducing
potential at 1.3 V for 5 min, all peaks vanish. With the first
oxidation step at 0.1 V, peaks at 482, 505, 586 and 626 cm1 are
observed. When the potential is stepped to 0.4 V, the intensity
of all peaks decreases, though a small increase in thickness is
detected. At 0.7 V, no obvious change is observed. After a
further potential step to 1.0 V, two sharp peaks at 516 and
839 cm1 with a broad peak at E620 cm1 are detected.
Fig. 8a shows the current density and oxide thickness during
a CA experiment. The initial 3 spectra were recorded at the OCP
before the application of potential control. A 2 nm thick native
oxide was reduced at 1.3 V. The layer thickness increases
rapidly when stepping the potential to 0.1 V and remains then
at E4–5 nm. When the potential steps to 0.4 V, the layer
thickness quickly increases slightly to 5–6 nm. The layer thick-
ness does not change significantly at 0.7 V (Fig. 8), indicating a
constant layer thickness at the beginning of the OER regime.
However, with a further potential step to 1.0 V, the thickness
initially remains constant but then starts to linearly increase
with time. At the same time, the relatively high constant current
density indicates oxygen formation. It should be noted that the
film growth does not slow down or stop within the 5 min the
Fig. 5 Results of in situ SE during CV: (a) sweep potential; (b) k-spectra
and current density. (c) k-Spectra above 0 V during the 3rd cycle illustrate a
reversible red shift of the peak maximum between 0.0 and 0.5 V.
Fig. 6 Dissolution profile of a Mn electrode during CA. (a) Applied
potentials and (b) the dissolution profiles measured in situ. The inset shows
an enlarged view of the dissolution profile during stepping the potential
from 0.4 V to 0.7 V. Dissolution of one atomic Mn layer corresponds to
169 ng cm2.
Fig. 7 Averaged in situ Raman spectra obtained in CA experiments at the
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potential is held at 1.0 V. The final range of constant thickness
starting after E27 min in Fig. 8 is when the potential control is
turned off, i.e. when the potential relaxes back to the OCP.
Thus, the film formed during the OER remains stable on the
interface.
Fig. 8b shows the k-spectrum of the oxide layer at different
electrode potentials. The initial peak maximum at E = 0.1 V is
found at 3.0 eV, which shifts to 2.9 eV at higher potentials.
Furthermore, the peaks become broader at the low energy side
around 2.5–2.7 eV, indicating a shoulder in that region.
4 Discussion
4.1 Assignment of the Raman spectra
First, it is attempted to assign the peaks observed in the Raman
spectra during CV; the features in the spectrum at the highest
CA potential shall be discussed in Section 4.3. A table with an
overview of the observed peaks and possible assignments to
certain modes of certain species is given in Table S2 (ESI†).
a-MnO2 (hollandite) is known to show vibrational modes close
to all the peak wavenumbers observed during CV experiments
reported here, except 725 cm1.44,45 The peaks at 590 and
630 cm1 dominate the spectra. The mode at E470 cm1 is
usually not Raman active in a-MnO2,
45 however, defects may
lead to a local symmetry break and a consequent change in
the selection rules. Based on a comparison with spectra from
many different manganese oxide phases (cf. Table S2, ESI†),45
we conclude here that a-MnO2 is present and dominating
the spectra. From all phases analysed in ref. 45 a peak at
E725 cm1 is present in the MnO2 modifications romanechite
and nsutite. However, this peak was here already present in the
initial stages of the experiment, not observed in the CA experi-
ments and does not follow a strong potential dependence, and
may as well be related to a different species. It shall hence not
be used for further analysis.
While some of the observed peaks would also correspond
to vibrational modes in other manganese oxides, other charac-
teristic, strong peaks from these are absent in the spectra
recorded here.45 For instance, Mn3O4 should show a dominant
mode at 650 cm1 absent here and a-Mn2O3 should show peaks
at 314 and 700 cm1 which are absent here. g-Mn2O3 should
show a mode at 310 cm1 which is absent and has no peak at
around 580–600 cm1 where the species have their dominant
mode. Also the reference spectra of MnO and MnOOH have
little resemblance with those observed here.45 It must be
pointed out, though, that the absence of dominant signatures
in the Raman spectra does not exclude the presence of these
species on the surface; indeed, a-MnO2 may only be the
dominant species because of its large Raman intensity.
Strikingly, all mentioned peaks except the one at 725 cm1
appear coincidentally and increase and decrease more or less
evenly throughout the experiment. This means that no major
changes in the relative composition of the oxide film are
probed with Raman spectroscopy. As expected, the peak inten-
sities increase during the anodic scan while they decrease
during the cathodic sweep. However, the peaks do not vanish
completely after the reduction peak, which is particularly
obvious in the later cycles (Fig. 3c). The remaining intensity
after reduction increases with every cycle (Fig. 3b), showing the
existence of remaining oxide that cannot be reduced.
4.2 Oxides and dissolution during CV
Starting from the OCP, we shall discuss the fate of the surface
during a CV experiment, in the sequence of the experiments
conducted here.
The nature of the broad anodic peak in the initial negative
scan at E0.75 V was previously not understood31 and as no
Raman peaks were observed associated with this peak, no
assignment is possible in this work. However, anodic peaks
in negative scans are the sign of a feedback step in the reaction
mechanism.46 The disproportionation of MnIII may play a role
in such a mechanism.47 Also in the positive scan a decrease in
current is observed with increasing potential, nevertheless this
interesting feature is only characteristic of the first scan, and
shall therefore not be investigated further in this work.
For a metal which is as active as Mn, the Pourbaix diagrams
show that full reduction of the oxide is thermodynamically only
possible outside the stability range of water.31,48,49 Consequently,
Fig. 8 (a) Current densities and thickness of the growing oxide layer as a
function of applied potential. The applied electrode potentials are indi-
cated in the curve. (b) Examples of the imaginary part k of the refractive
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a surface oxide can thermodynamically form also at negative
electrode potentials. With a reversible potential for the oxidation
of Mn to MnII below the lower limit of the scan’s potential
window, and the absence of Mn dissolution below 0.3 V,
we reason that some passivating surface species must be present
in the system, for which Mn(OH)2 is a candidate (cf. Fig. S1, ESI†).
The oxide amount is below the sensitivity of the Raman experiment;
the ellipsometric thickness measurements thus are in relation to a
surface covered with this type of oxide. The absence of peaks in
Raman in this potential range justifies this procedure. As Mn(OH)2
is dominant only at dissolved Mn activities 4106 (Fig. S1a, ESI†),
the activity of dissolved Mn must be on this order of magnitude,
determined by the solubility of the surface oxide.
The peak A1 was assigned earlier to Mn3O4 formation,
31
which is in line with thermodynamic expectations (Fig. 1 and
Fig. S1, ESI†). During formation of this oxide, only submono-
layer fractions of Mn dissolve, and a layer with a E4 nm
thickness of Mn3O4 forms, effectively hindering dissolution.
The layer growth rate (Fig. 4c) shows that the current in this
region is predominantly leading to layer growth.
A2 was attributed to the formation of Mn2O3, also in line
with thermodynamic expectations.31 Low dissolution shows
that this oxide is also protecting the surface; the observed
layer thickness grows by E2 nm. However, Raman spectra show
that during this peak, MnIV is already present. Beam damage
has been investigated and discussed previously44 and, based
on experience with other systems sensitive to beam damage,50
we do not consider it likely to occur under the conditions of
this work.
A3 was earlier attributed to the formation of MnO2.
31 Strong
dissolution was observed during and after A3, while the layer
thickness did not grow significantly during this peak (Fig. 4).
Thermodynamically, MnO2 formation may also begin under
the peak A2, with A3 indicating permanganate formation. The
dissolution current during the peak is, however, still on the
order of a few atomic layers of Mn (Fig. 2) so that some level of
passivity is maintained during A3.
Remarkably, MnO2 is observed in the Raman spectrum
already in the region of the overlapping peaks A1/A2, i.e. well
below its reversible potential. As the onset of the observation of
MnO2 is not clearly related to one peak, we reason here that
above a certain critical concentration of MnIII, disproportiona-
tion sets in, 2MnIII - MnII + MnIV.47,51 As a small amount of
dissolution was observed before MnO2 formation, dissolved
MnIII may or may not play a role here.
A sharp increase in current density at 0.55 V indicates the
onset of the OER. Thus, the OER in this system begins with an
overpotential of 0.3 V above the value thermodynamically
expected at this pH (cf. Fig. 1 and Pourbaix diagram in Fig. S1,
ESI†). When the OER starts the oxide layer does not grow further,
but it also does not shrink. On the other hand, strong dissolution
currents are observed, implying that a layer with constant
thickness exists, in which dissolution and re-formation lead to a
stationary thickness.
During the negative scans, the thickness of the layer
decreases at insignificant dissolution. Dissolution is only
observed during peak C3, implying that the reduction of the
oxides of oxidation number oIV happens in the solid.
Cycling stabilises the Mn surface, and decreases the amount
of dissolved Mn per cycle (Fig. 2), in agreement with the Raman
data presented in Fig. 3b, indicating formation of an MnO2-
fraction that cannot be reduced in the window of potentials
chosen for the experiments. Complementary, the in situ SE
measurements presented in Fig. 4 confirm an increase in the
thickness of the oxide layer with each new cycle; the fraction of
thickness that cannot be reduced must be related to the
presence of MnO2 and prevent dissolution of some fraction of
metallic Mn. While such oxide formation is not observed in
the early stages of the experiments, the continuous cycling
obviously modifies the surface such that a complete reduction
of oxide is not possible any more in later stages of the experi-
ment. We do not consider dissolution and redeposition of
Mn as very likely here, as (i) the chosen potential is above the
deposition potential of Mn and (ii) deposition of metallic Mn
would significantly decrease the intensity of the MnO2 peaks in
the Raman spectrum, due to its intransparency. Rather, we
argue here that the fact that the oxide cannot be completely
reduced is responsible for the differences between the different
CV cycles. While ex situ XPS measurements show that we start
with an MnII oxide, this oxide is not recovered after once
generating MnO2 at the surface, thus the A1 peak disappears.
The Raman results show that the formation of MnO2 begins
already at the first anodic peak, i.e. at lower potentials than
suggested previously.31 The peaks associated with MnO2
remain present up to the OER onset and the Raman spectra
show no evidence of formation of other oxide species. It should,
however, be noted that this does not exclude the possibility of
the existence of other oxides.
The observed k-spectra may indicate the presence of different
oxide species. The allowed direct band gap of electrodeposited
MnO2 was found to be 2.7 eV, while the allowed indirect band
gap was measured as 2.1 eV through UV-vis spectroscopy.52,53
Thus the peak at E2.7 eV found here at the onset of the OER
may indicate the direct band to band transition of MnO2.
52,53
However, for a defect-free semiconductor, the bandgap marks
the lowest photon energy of photon absorption, not a peak.
Consequently, significant defect concentrations must be pre-
sent in the oxide to modify the absorption spectrum, or at least
part of the oxide must have a significantly lower band gap
than 2.7 eV. It is worth noting the absence of photolumines-
cence from the Raman spectra; consequently no direct bandgap
can exist in the system of o2.33 eV. An in situ UV-vis study
on a manganese oxide electrocatalyst in neutral electrolyte
showed an absorption peak shifting from 470 nm to 510 nm
(E2.65 eV to E2.4 eV) by increasing the electrode potential to
the OER region.17 Other studies suggested the formation of
MnIII and also a birnessite type structure during the OER.16,54
The direct band gap of a cation free birnessite structure
was calculated as about 3.0 eV, and the indirect band gap as
E2.6 eV.55 Thus, the shift in the peak during the OER observed
here may be associated with the formation of a reduced
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be present at the surface during the OER, as evidenced by
Raman spectroscopy.
After the experiments, XPS results indicate the presence
of Mn3O4 on the surface (Section S5, ESI†). It is thus likely
that outside an aqueous environment, the surface is partially
reduced.
4.3 Oxides and dissolution during CA
Raman spectra at the OCP show the peaks assigned above to
a-MnO2 (hollandite) vibrational modes.
44,45 Compared to the
result during CV, the peaks are broader, indicating that the
native oxide is more strongly disordered, and may also include
different kinds of Mn oxides with a-MnO2 as the dominant
phase. In addition, the peak at 725 cm1 not related to a-MnO2
and the Raman inactive peak at 470 cm1,45 which are observed
during CV, are not observed in CA experiments. It is possible
that the latter peak is related to the transition product during
oxide formation. The native oxide is again reduced to the
maximum possible extent, shown by the thickness decrease
measured by SE and the absence of peaks in the Raman
spectrum.
From 1.3 V, the potential was stepped to 0.1 V, a potential
above peak A2 from the CV, and no dissolved Mn was detected
at this potential. The Raman peaks of a-MnO2 were observed
again, and no peaks indicating other oxides.44,45 The surface
layer thickness jumped to 44 nm with the potential jump, and
continued to grow; the anodic current consequently mainly
leads to oxide grow rather than dissolution at this potential.
The second potential jump to 0.4 V leads to a potential just
above the maximum of CV peak A3. Only negligible dissolution
is observed by ICP-MS, and the current is stable. The additional
oxide growth is below 1 nm. Remarkably, the Raman peak
intensity decreases throughout the spectrum. This decrease
cannot be related to oxide dissolution, and must be related to
a transition of the oxide into a form which is less Raman active.
The third potential jump to 0.7 V goes just above the OER onset
and no change in thickness or in Raman intensities was
detected, but dissolution on the dimension of a monolayer.
Consequently, the observed current in this region of the
potential is dominated by the OER and dissolution.
When stepping to 1.0 V, the OER and very strong dissolution
are observed. The measured dissolution concentration had two
slopes with time, indicating two different mechanisms. The
initial slope might be related to dissolution accompanied by
oxidation, while the second, steeper slope is a result of OER
triggered dissolution of already grown oxide film and unoxi-
dized metallic Mn.
The Raman spectrum in this region changes considerably.
The main Raman peak from lower potentials at 590 cm1
decreases in intensity and becomes part of a very broad peak
ranging from 550–690 cm1, with a maximum at E620 cm1.
In addition, well-developed peaks emerge at 839 cm1, and
516 cm1, the latter with a shoulder at higher wavenumbers.
A peak at E840 cm1 was previously reported in reference
spectra for b-MnO2, which also has a dominant peak at
E670 cm1,56,57 where considerable intensity is observed in
the experiments here. The third important peak in b-MnO2 is
observed at 539 cm1,44,45,57 which corresponds approximately
to the shoulder observed in the spectra here. We thus conclude
that b-MnO2 is an important component in the oxide emerging
during the OER. Birnessite contains a main peak at 513 cm1,45
in close proximity to where the maximum of the lower fre-
quency peak is observed here, and may also be present;
however, its major feature at 580 cm1 is not very prominent
in the spectra here.
While the b-MnO2 spectrum from references fits part of
the intensity observed here,44,45,57 the spectrum also contains
intensity in other regions. The very broad peak between 550 and
690 cm1 is consistent with a strongly disordered oxide. Peaks
in this region correspond to the symmetric stretching modes of
MnO6 octahedra.
45,57 Julien et al. have correlated the position
of this peak to the number of shared edges of MnO6 in the
respective manganese oxides, where a lower number of shared
edges corresponds to a higher stretching mode frequency.45
The intensity observed here covers the full range of 2–8 shared
edges in the investigated structures.45 Consequently, a broad
distribution of structural elements must be present in the oxide
evolving during the OER. The spectra show, however, that these
defect rich oxides are still based on the MnO6 octahedral motif.
The established correlation to the Mn–O bond length in these
structures shows that the Mn–O bond lengths in the octahedra
in the system observed during the OER are E1.9–2.1 Å.45
As the CV experiments only touched the OER region, the
emergence of a new oxide was not observed in CVs. Conse-
quently, the transformation cannot be triggered at the same
time as the OER sets in. The oxide layer thickness increases,
which is also different from the CV situation with constant
thickness. It is highly likely that the transformation to a
b-MnO2-based strongly disordered oxide structure is respon-
sible for the high dissolution rate in the latest stage of the
experiment. However, a gradual decrease in the Mn dissolution
rate upon oxidation of a non-stoichiometric phase cannot be
ruled out; such dissolution was recently reported for metallic Ir
and its alloys.58,59
During oxidation (0.1–0.4 V) k-spectra show a peak at
E2.9 eV, with a shoulder at E2.2 eV. In situ Raman spectra
show formation of a-MnO2 under these conditions. Therefore,
the absorption peak at E2.9 eV must be associated with the
formation of MnO2. However, as the electrochemical data show
that MnII,III oxides must be present, the observed peak must
contain contributions from those oxides as well. See also
Section 4.2 for a discussion of the k-spectra. The peak shift in
CA experiments is less pronounced than in CV experiments.
At 1.0 V, the observed transition between a-MnO2 and b-MnO2
is not reflected in significant changes in the k-spectrum.
XPS results obtained after emersion of the sample indicate
the presence of MnIII,IV, as opposed to the situation after CV,
where the ‘‘average’’ oxidation state was lower (Section S5,
ESI†). Continuous polarisation into the OER regime thus
oxidises the surface with a lasting effect, likely because of the
higher potential reached in the CA experiments. Part of the
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4.4 Comparison to models and other systems
Manganese oxide films behave differently compared to copper,
which we studied earlier by similar methods.25 Copper oxide
films were found to constantly grow with increasing potentials
and showed significant transpassive dissolution associated
with the oxygen evolution. The copper oxides were found to
dissolve at 1.0 V through defect formation.25 On the contrary
the manganese oxide films studied here form rapidly and
remain rather stable and only slightly grow. They show no
dissolution, and rather grow during steady oxygen formation.
The observations obtained in this work can be interpreted
within the point defect model. According to an early variant of
the point defect model,60 many systems that cannot be oxi-
dised further in solution show a linear relationship between
the steady state thickness of the film and potential due to the
constant electric field across the barrier film.61 Furthermore,
applying sufficiently high potentials leads to accelerated ejec-
tion of cations from the film.61 In the point defect model, the
film properties are weakly dependent on potential at high
potential because the standard rate constant and the transfer
coefficient are so high. In this work, during CV and CA
experiments we observed that film growth is at best only
weakly dependent on the electrode potential until the onset
of the OER. During the OER, the layer thickness is weakly
dependent on the potential. Here, the film growth both during
oxidation and the OER shows behaviour partly consistent with
the point defect model. The differences observed may be
because of the complex redox chemistry of Mn, both in
solution as well as in the solid, which is not directly accounted
for in the simplifications typically made within the point
defect model.
5 Conclusions
In the experiments performed here, the initially present oxide
layer was reduced within the detection limit of Raman spectro-
scopy. The electrochemical behaviour and dissolution measure-
ments in comparison to thermodynamic data show that the
surface still must contain a certain passivating species in the
potential region o0.5 V. A first increase in layer thickness by a
few nm is observed with the first oxidation peak at E0.3 V;
the corresponding oxide is not immediately detected by Raman
spectroscopy. In the course of the first anodic peaks and well
below the reversible potential, a-MnO2 appears in the Raman
spectrum, likely as a disproportionation product. A direct jump
to a potential above the first two oxidation peaks in the CV will
also show a-MnO2 in the Raman spectrum. The amount of
a-MnO2 increases with increasing potential. A comparison of
UV/vis absorption spectra with the reference spectra of pure
compounds shows that absorption peaks found by in situ SE lie
around or below the indirect band gap of MnO2, indicating the
presence of a strongly defective phase. It is possible that
the surface layers containing also MnII and MnIII are highly
defective, and thus their Raman activity is significantly lower
than that of a-MnO2.
Cycling the Mn surface into a potential region where the
OER is observed and back to reducing conditions leads to a
fraction of oxide that cannot be reduced any longer. This
fraction is increasing with the number of cycles. While the
spectrum of this oxide looks similar to the spectrum of the
native oxide, the native oxide can actually be reduced.
In a potential regime where a current rise indicates the onset
of the OER, extremely strong Mn dissolution is observed,
however, the oxide film does not collapse, as was observed for
other systems. During the OER, large Mn dissolution is
observed. At the same time, the oxide layer thickness remains
stable, or increases slightly. The oxide must thus exist as a
stationary surface phase due to limited solubility of Mn oxida-
tion products near the surface. The oxide in this surface layer is
a strongly disordered b-MnO2-like oxide, based on MnO6 octa-
hedra, but with a broad distribution of connectivity between
the octahedra, and of Mn–O bond lengths within the octahedra.
The strongly disordered nature of the oxide can be explained
by the limited lifetime of each structural element in the solid
layer – as the layer reforms from the solid and dissolves into the
liquid at the same time. The high dissolution rates of Mn rule
out the use of pure Mn as OER catalysts, in line with expecta-
tions on the basis of thermodynamics. However, the oxide itself
is at least able to survive the harsh conditions of the OER.
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